
Why I threw myself off a cliff

Newhaven is an economically depressed Sussex port.

Can a group of street artists revive its fortunes by

burning a boat, smashing a police car and hurling

volunteers off a 100ft cliff on a zipwire?

Tom Meltzer
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Tom Meltzer flies off the 100ft cliff at Newhaven on a zipwire. Photograph: Tilley Harris

In the French city of Béthune they hung cars like drying clothes on a washing line. A year earlier in Brest they

cycled through the sky on bicycles suspended above their audience from a crane. Here tonight in the small

port town of Newhaven, street art company Generik Vapeur will leap from a 100ft cliff on a zipwire joined at

one end to a wartime gun emplacement and at the other to a pillar rising out of the river Ouse, and I am one of

six volunteers who will leap with them.

In fact, just three members of the company will be jumping from the clifftop with us. The rest – a little more

than a dozen men, women and children – will parade through the town painted blue from head to toe, beating

drums, lighting flares, climbing buildings and, eventually, smashing a battered police car into a pyramid of

barrels. As they march, lifeguards and fishermen from the town will drag a bonfire boat along the Ouse and

out into the sea, and when night falls a 142-metre ferry boat will "dance" – turning circles in the harbour – to

the music of a blue-skinned punk rock band, lit by fireworks and flares.

This is Newhaven Cormorant: a carnival of chaos three years in the making. It is the brainchild of

Brighton-based event theatre specialists Zap Art, who created and coordinated the show in collaboration with

Generik Vapeur. Teaming up with the Marseille-based street artists is, for Zap Art's artistic director Dave

Reeves, the fulfilment of a long-held dream. "I have admired Generik Vapeur's work for years and have always

wanted to work with them. They're kind of the grandfathers of street art in France. They like their stuff to be in

your face and below you and around you."



And – crucially – above you. It is 11am, and I am standing at the top of an almost sheer cliff with Generik

Vapeur's three aerialists Marc, Fred and Yan, and five nervous volunteers. The zipwire we will soon descend is

being fastened to an old coastal artillery gun looking out over Newhaven Harbour. Team leader Marc

Diederichs is instructing us, in halting English, how to brake as we approach the ground, gripping the line

behind the pulley tight to avoid burning our hands through the gloves. "If you don't brake, you will – um." He

pauses, looking for the word, gives up, and smashes one hand into the other. We get the message.

Among the volunteers are amateur aerialists Nicole A'court-Stuart, Laura Murphy and Kerry Smith. They're

used to working 10 or 20ft in the air, but none have done anything even close to as high as this. "I wasn't

scared yesterday and now I'm really, actually really, scared," says 24-year-old A'court-Stuart. She gestures to

our instructors. "I don't like the fact that they're excited." The weather has taken a turn for the worse,

fluctuating between heavy rain and hail, and the wire is flapping in the wind. Marc, Fred and Yan are grinning.

The ride will be bumpier and, with wet wires, faster.

When my turn comes I jump the fence and edge slowly towards the line, all too aware that I'm just sitting on a

very, very slippery slope, secured to nothing. Clipping in the carabiner grants a brief and false relief: I'm now

attached to a wire that leads off a cliff. It takes a good 10 seconds after I'm told to go before I find the courage.

Then I'm off. First second: the terror of certain death. Second second: relief of being alive. Third second: I'm

flying, Jack, I'm flying. Fourth second: Shit! I need to brake right now. Fifth second: Well, that was awesome.

Now to do it again, at night, with a lit flare strapped to my leg, over the heads of a crowd of innocents.

Though local artists are involved in tonight's event, not one of my fellow volunteers is from Newhaven. Many

have come to the town for the first time today. "It's like a roundabout, Newhaven, you just go round it," says

57-year-old Keith Viney, the eldest of our team of thrill-seekers. A landscape gardener and adrenaline-sports

enthusiast, Viney lives just three miles east of Newhaven in Seaford. We can almost see his house from the

clifftop, but he doesn't come here often. "It's a very depressed area. In the last five or 10 years everything's

closed."

The decline of the town was partly why Reeves chose it. "The reason we wanted to do it is because nothing ever

happens here. One of the briefs was to make people take notice of Newhaven. There is a sort of argument that

the image of a place is important to the regeneration, and while this isn't going to transform the place, it will

make people think: oh right, I didn't know about Newhaven."

Not everyone shares his enthusiasm about the power of art to invigorate. "This is a dying town," says taxi

driver George Corke, on the short trip from the station to the clifftops of Newhaven Fort. "What it needs is

commerce, not people dressing up in silly costumes."

It has certainly been a tough few years. Fellow zipwirer, Tim Bennett, 20, lived in Newhaven as a child but

moved out to Seaford years ago. He turns his back on the seafront to point out the newly built incinerator.

"There was a big campaign against it. As you can see from here it's bigger than anything else in the town." It's

not the only sore point for the locals. "Liberty, the old nightclub, has closed down, and that basically just killed

Newhaven. The other thing that killed it was that they closed the sandy beach."

At the pre-show reception, eight hours after our windswept rehearsal, Mayor Steve Saunders is nonetheless

hopeful: "They used to call Newhaven the gateway to Europe. There's no reason why it can't be that again."

Outside in the town centre hundreds of people are gathering. Most aren't entirely sure what it is they've come

to see. There is an air of mystery to it all, but an air of scepticism as well. Few, I suspect, are expecting

anything quite like the three hours of mayhem that follow.

Halfway between being a rubbish truck and a stage, Generik Vapeur's amp-laden lorry forms the heart of the

procession. The four-piece band on the back set the tone, blasting out twangy, other-worldly rock, while a

vanguard of a dozen blue-skinned men and women in suits clear a path and hammer out a tune rolling old

steel oil drums. Every hundred metres or so the procession and the music halt to take in an installation. At

one, local singers dressed as pirates belt out a sea shanty; at another, the troupe create a whirlwind of feathers

with wind machines.
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At the riverside three blue men wait under suspended thick brown sacks. The music dies, and an artist's

recording of local voices plays from nearby speakers. Dominant among them is a local woman's cry, repeated

and distorted, of "No to the incinerator!" The waiting blue men cut open the hanging sacks and stand

motionless and absurd as they're showered in grain. It is, I'm guessing, some sort of oblique comment on the

efficacy of protest.

As night falls, the crowd swells to 2,000 or more. The burning boat that was dragged down the river gives way

to the ferry, which sounds its horn in a duet with the drummers. Further on, our instructor Marc scales three

stories of balconies on a flat in the marina. Mounting the railing, he lights a flare. Below, the others point and

let off bangers. Red smoke fills the air. The balconies all along the route are rammed.

In the crowd I meet Newhaven-born Sharon Palmer, 36. She's impressed not just with the show but the

turnout. "There are people out that I haven't seen out and about for years." A few metres on, I overhear a

resident ask a member of the police what's happening. "We haven't got a clue," she replies. "They're doing

exactly what they want."

Moments later, we are bundled into a van with Marc and the aerialists and driven up to the fort. We struggle

into our harnesses, checking every strap four or five times. Over these go white boilersuits – our last-minute

costumes. We hook our carabiners to the line, lying flat between each other's legs, in order, ready to jump. Still

coated in blue paint, Marc and Fred attach red flares to our feet with wire, to be lit as we go. The only light up

here is a torch that Fred holds in his mouth.

We hear the crowd and the drums approaching 10 minutes before they arrive. Eventually a blur of smoke,

noise and people fills the road beneath us, and Yan pushes off, braking heavily, taking 20 seconds or more to

reach the ground. Nicole is next. She shouts to her partner, "I love you!", and jumps, a plume of red smoke

disappearing into darkness. I'm next.

I edge forward. "Not yet," says Fred. Like an idiot I've worn loafers, and they slip on the damp grass, but I

manage to keep myself from sliding off until Nicole has reached the bottom. Fred lights the flare and I lurch

forward. For a moment I'm aware that I'm passing over a road full of people, and then all I can see is the

landing get closer. I brake badly, burning my hands through the gloves, but stop just in time to unhook myself

safely. Soon the rest of the team are down on the ground with us, just in time for the dancing ferry and the

fireworks.

With a train to catch, I make my way back to the road. I reach the taxi to find George Corke, the sceptic, once

again my driver. I ask what he makes of it now. He thinks. "I still don't know the point of it, to be honest." Nor

do I really, but I have a feeling I'll remember this for years to come. And, judging by the atmosphere in the

crowd, so will Newhaven.


